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How has the concept of immersive audio evolved, what
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horizon, and is it time for studios to adapt?
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Benjamin Wallfisch
The composer talks to Danny Turner about his writing and
pre-production processes, his relationship with
technology, and his new LA facility — The Mix Room
Heff Moraes
Having stepped away from the audio world for the best
part of a decade, Heff Moraes is back, with multiple
projects on his plate and plenty to say about them to
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The head of broadcast sound for the recent Eurovision
Song Contest sits down with Gijs Friesen to talk about its
unique challenges, and building redundancy into all its
audio systems
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30 Walters-Storyk Design Group & NIRO
John Storyk, Dirk Noy and Romina Larrengina discuss their
team’s eye-catching plans for a new studio that will act as a
Paris base for Mix with The Masters with Jay Dean
36 Nearfield monitors
We take a look at the some of the picks from the current
crop of nearfield monitor options, as well as a quartet of
monitor controller contenders
45 Trinnov La Remote and D-mon
Mike Aiton guides us through the process of optimising a
monitor set-up using the system created by French
company Trinnov
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Lawrence Rock
The director of audio for New York’s Phiharmonic
Orchestra talks about how he’s helped it respond to the
last year, the rise of streaming, his working methods,
ethos, and how he’s looking forward to getting back to a
full season of live events later in the year
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DPA 4466 and 4488
Nugen Paragon
VocAlign Ultra
Solid State Logic UF8
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